R. H. Mathews recorded verb paradigms showing affix transferring characteristics. Nothing else is known. Suggested by Austin it may be classified here.

97.4a* **Yuvalyay** *(AIAS D27)*

_Yualjai* (orig. AIAS), _Yualyai* (SAW), _Yuvalyay* (AIAS)

Two dialects, _Yualjai_ and _Yuvalaray_ are now recognised; only the former appeared in the 1966 classification.

'man': _dine* (Barlow); _dhein* (JM), _thane*, _dane* (C:175)

97.4b* **Yuwalari**

Wurm lists as a separate dialect. Barlow recorded as _Yowalleri_. Other spellings: _Yerraleroi, Juwalari_.

'man': _ure* (AC); _dhayin* (Austin from old sources)

97.5 **Wirri-Wirri** *(AIAS D28)*

Thomas' word list in 'Science of Man' referred to in 'RLS' is not Wirri-Wirri but Wiradjuri, 97.1a. (Austin)

'man': _my-ee* (Barlow); _maji* (Austin from old sources)

97.6 **Nguri**? *Moonie River, Q. (Austin)*

_Nguri* (AC, AIAS, SAW), _Ngoorie* (Barlow)

Nothing known about this dialect. Wurm queries its classification here.

'man': _dine* (Barlow)

[97.7 **Barunggama** See 94.1g*.

98. b. **Miyal Subgroup**

It appears that only a few old sources remain as the basis of our information for this group. Barlow's vocabularies give the words for 'eye/foot/ear' as _miyil/ml:1* ('meel')